Digital transformation
of banks and financial
institutions
MSC (MicroSave Consulting)
The world’s local expert in financial, economic,
and social inclusion in the digital age
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We are MSC
The world’s local expert in social, financial, and economic inclusion
MSC is a boutique consulting
company that drives financial,
economic, and social inclusion by
partnering with participants in
digital ecosystems.
We work with our clients and
partners across the globe to achieve
sustainable performance
improvements and unlock enduring
value.
With our support, you can seize the
digital opportunity, address the mass
market, and future-proof your
operations.
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International financial, social, and
economic inclusion consulting firm
with 20+ years of experience

>200 staff in 11 offices
around the world

Projects in ~65
developing countries

>550
clients

>1,000
publications

Assisted development of digital
G2P services used by

Implemented

>875 million

people

>875 DFS projects

Developed

>275 FI products
and channels now used by

>55 million people
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Trained >10,500
leading FI specialists globally

Sectors we work in
Providing impact-oriented business consulting services
MSC has a strong reputation for high-quality work with a wide range of institutions. Over the past 20 years,
we managed over 3,500 projects in over 65 developing countries. Our experts come from a variety of fields
and can help you gain the critical edge in a competitive market.

Banking, financial
services, and
insurance (BFSI)

Water, sanitation,
and hygiene
(WASH)

Government and
regulators

Micro, small,
and medium
enterprise (MSME)

Social payments
and refugees

Gender

Education and
skills

Digital and
FinTech

Agriculture

Youth

Climate change

Health and
nutrition
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Multi-faceted expertise
Advisory that helps you succeed in a rapidly evolving market
MSC helps you gain a deep understanding of your clients, their needs, aspirations, perceptions, and
behavior. We leverage the opportunities of the digital age to help you create a better, more efficient, and
profitable business that focuses on your customers and markets.

Policy and
strategy

Products and
channels

Design thinking
and innovation
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Research and
analytics

Marketing and
communication

Organizational
transformation

Training

Digital technology
and channels

Government and
regulations and policy
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Data Insights

Catalytic
finance

Our clients and partners
We work with a range of organizations to build enduring change
Our clients, funders and partners include influencers and decision-makers among financial service
providers. We also work with governments and other stakeholders.
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Banks

Mobile network
operators

FinTechs &
AgTechs

Foundations

Multilateral
organizations

Bilateral
organizations

Microfinance
organizations

Government
agencies

Regulators

Industry
networks

Research
centers & think
tanks

Cooperatives
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MSC’s digital transformation
consulting practice
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MSC’s multi-dimensional approach to digital transformation
Digital transformation is offering the right combination of:
1
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Digital
solutions/tools

2

Digital
solutions/tools

Digitize
processes

Automating and digitizing a
number of repetitive, lowvalue, and low-risk processes
for example through process
apps.

Digitize
channels

Leveraging technology to
digitize the traditional
channels will be key in
accelerating digital
transformation especially
with the proliferation of apps.
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Digital
solutions/tools

Digitize product
and business
models

Digitize engagement
and user
experience
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Digital
solutions/tools

Financial institutions can look
at digitization for fostering
innovation across products
and business models.

Technology can be used
increase a financial
institution’s connectivity—not
just with customers but also
with employees and suppliers.

Our expertise
MSC offers strategy and implementation support to financial institutions to transform digitally
Process
re-engineering &
digitization

Digital strategy &
roadmap

Digital readiness
assessment

Customer-centric,
digitally-enabled
product design

Technology
selection &
adoption

Support multi &
omni-channel
presence

Institutional
change
management

MSC is geared to support financial institutions across the four aspects of digital transformation
Product
Design customer-centric products
through advanced data analytics
complemented by our user-centric
approach.
Design/modify userinterface/experience.
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Process
Re-engineering core processes
leveraging technology, process
digitization.
Enhanced internal audit and control
systems.
Improved and pro-active risk
management.

People
HR planning to support digital
transformation.
Capacity building for senior
leadership.
Design of performance management
systems aligned to digital strategy.
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Technology
Review IT systems and support
setting up of robust IT
infrastructure.
Support acquisition of appropriate
technologies.
Support partner selection.

An overview of our footprint in digital transformation space
We have led diverse strategic and operational engagements across Asia and Africa
Digitization interventions
Designed and implemented
digitization of refugee payments
impacting large number of households,
each of which is anticipated to save
USD 198 per year.
Designed digital agriculture platforms
for small farmers, and implemented
DFS projects to digitize coffee, fish,
sugarcane, and beef value chains that
helped 1.2 million farmers avail credit
worth USD 3 million, along with special
tariffs on person-to-person transactions
and special discounts on voice calls.
Designed a digital platform of
integrated services to strengthen the
ecosystems of agricultural value
chains through the implementation of
"Marketplace" type platforms in Cote
d’Ivoire, India and Rwanda that allow
access to and sharing of DFS and nonDFS services
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Digital transformation of
financial institutions
Design of reliable and affordable
digital financial products and
services to benefit more than 16
million low income customers.
Technology acquisition support to
help >50 financial institutions
develop IT capabilities like core
banking, centralized MIS, ERP,
remote loan origination, credit
scoring, digital field applications,
agency banking solutions etc.
Digital transformation training
attended by more than 150 senior
management teams of banks and
MFIs held in Kenya, Myanmar,
Cambodia and Vietnam.
Digital transformation strategy
and implementation has helped
them in reaching out to more
potential customers, and increased
uptake of products and services.

Developing and implementing
agency banking strategy

Clients and partners

Strategic repositioning of
institutions, creating networks
of over 100,000 agents that
have processed over 500
million electronic
transactions.
Strategy and business case for
agency banking, agent network
management framework,
business model, policies and
procedures with focus on risk,
customer service, and liquidity
management frameworks.
Strategy and implementation
of agency banking network :
definition of the framework,
negotiation of partnership with
MNOs, implementation and
evaluation of the pilot phase,
deployment plan.
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and many more...

Our flagship projects in Africa
Digital transformation to support expansion
and diversification of banks in Kenya
HFC contracted MSC to build a diversification strategy to
offer banking services to the mass market. MSC helped HFC
launch its HF Whizz mobile application to offer a full suite
of banking services for mass market. By 2018, the app
helped HFC acquire over 150,000 new virtual accounts and
mobilized over KES 150 million (USD 1.5 million).
MSC also advised Equity Bank on strategy, products, agent
networks and bulk payments. We helped Equity Building
Society grow from 109,000 customers in Kenya into Equity
Bank. The bank was listed on the stock exchange and
currently serves >13 million customers across East Africa.

Developing and implementing agency
banking strategy

Design and implementation of
digitization of refugee payments

MSC developed strategy, agent network
management framework, business model, policies
and procedures with focus on risk, customer service
and liquidity management frameworks for
Centenary Bank and Stanbic Bank in Uganda. The
projects helped the banks to develop a network of
2,800 agents. As of October 2018, the two banks
together processed 2.9 million transactions worth
UGX 1400 billion (USD 376 million).
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UNHCR and MM4P Zambia partnered to digitize CBI
payments and contracted MSC to provide technical
assistance to design and implement the digitization
project. We carried out behavioral research,
performed cost-benefit analysis, developed product
and processes, and pilot plan. The intervention may
help beneficiaries to save USD 198 every year due
to reduction in travel costs.
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Our flagship projects in Asia
Digitize savings products to help Shakti
Foundation increase deposits by 2,700%
MSC supported design of two digitally-enabled
voluntary savings products for the customers of
Shakti Foundation. Supported design of digital
product features such as automated SMS
confirmation, integration with mobile financial
service providers, and biometric authentication to
withdraw savings. As on November 2019, the number
of savings account increased by nine times, and the
total value of deposits increased by 27 times.

Digitize loan disbursement and
repayment for MFIs in the Philippines

Digital strategy and roadmap
for CoopBank, Viet Nam

OIA commissioned MSC to work with its investee
DFS provider OK Remit to introduce digital
financial services for the customers of its partner
MFIs. We developed a digital strategy, designed
policy and processes, tailored products and
services to meet the needs of the MFI customers,
and developed mobile and web app. The
intervention helped expand access to affordable
and reliable digital financial services to more than
300,000 low-income customers.
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We developed a digital strategy and
roadmap for CoopBank, Viet Nam’s largest
cooperative bank, to help the bank and its
partner institutions adopt paperless
processes and facilitate cashless
transactions. Our work has helped the bank
to efficiently serve more than 1 million
customers.
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Illustrative examples of
our recent work
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Equity Bank’s evolution to a digital bank
Digital banking

Brick and mortar banking
1984-1994

Equity 0.0Equity Building
Society

Provider of
mortgage financing
Declared
technically
insolvent in 1993

1994-2004

Equity 1.0Market-led approach with
clients at the centre

Licensed as
commercial bank
Use of mobile vans
to take services to
rural areas

2005-2010

Equity 2.0 Creating wealth

Launched Equity Investment Bank
and Equity Insurance Agency
Expanded to South Sudan
Established a Foundation as a
Social impact arm

2011-2015
Equity 3.0Digitizing
distribution

Introduced agent banking
Restructured to Equity Group
Expanded to Tanzania and Rwanda
Established a Mobile Virtual
Network Operator (Equitel)

Source: Equity Bank Group Annual Reports from 2005-17, Equity Group
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2015-2024
Equity 3.0
expanded - Digital
disruption

Developed payments
integration platform
Shift from agentassisted to selfinitiated transactions

Equity Bank has transformed and is reaping the benefits
Growth in customers and profits

Transactions through various channels (millions per annum)
31,500 31,500
26,900

22,364

23,958

5,278 5,908
5,022 4,371
3,296

2008

2009

2010

7,151

8,407

9,658 10,040

22,777

11,400 11,800

13,200

14,300 14,300

595.0
513.0

500.0
400.0

346.0

300.0
227.4

200.0
100.0

2011

2012

2013

2014

Customers (Thousands)

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

-

7.8

2012

2013
Branch

2014
ATM

2015
2016
Agent

Shift from branch/ATM/agent-assisted to self-initiated transactions
FY 2020

Branch
3%

ATM
4%

Branch
2%
Agency
11%

60,000
ATM
2% Agency
8%

50,000

43,000
38,000

40,000
29,561

33,512

24,000
17,500

10,000
875

3,338

6,334

10,260

2010

2011

Source:: Equity Bank Group Annual Reports from 2005-18, Equity Group
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2020

53,151

20,000
Mobile and ebanking
(Equitel and
App)
88%

2017
2018
2019
Mobile-based
E-Banking

75.7
32.1

No of agents

30,000
Mobile and
e-banking
(Equitel
and App)
82%

Agent
E-banking

94.3

PBT (Mn. Ksh.)

FY 2019

779.2

700.0
600.0

12,834
7,838

Mobile

800.0

19,004

17,419

9,045

28,500

900.0
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2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Our support to Equity Bank
MSC has been providing technical assistance support to Equity Bank on digital transformation
since 2001. Our support to Equity Bank on digital banking included:
Strategy

Developed the new mobile phone-based strategy for agent banking
Designed the agency strategy using the results from a segmentation analysis and market research

Product
development/
rationalization

Conducted market research and segmentation analysis to understand use of Equity bank services by its customers
Rationalised the existing savings, credit and insurance product suites to assess delivery potential through various
channels – branches, agents, and self-service, off clients’ mobile phones
Developed a suite of new savings products for delivery through the agent network and through client self-service
mechanisms

Agent network
management

Developed and rolled-out a new agent management system
Developed business process reengineering and risk analysis of the entire agent management delivery system
Developed and rolled-out customer and channel satisfaction measurement and management for the agent network to
assist with quality control and follow-on product development/refinement

Marketing
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Developed a strategic marketing approach for optimising marketing and communications for the agent network

Customer service
and experience

Enhanced customer service across all channels namely, head office, branch and agency
Improved customer experience at the last mile through strategy to increase understanding of frequency, size and
type of cash-lite products

Capacity
building

Trained the newly-established research & product development department
Developed and delivered training to sales agents, cash-in/cash-out agents and retail merchants; reviewed the
effectiveness of training design and content
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Digital transformation
of HFC Kenya
Approach, constraints,
roadmap, and viable options
to offer better inclusive
digital banking services

The project context

Outcomes and impact

HF Group in Kenya, used to serve the middle and upper-income segments mainly through
the provision of finance for premier mortgages and property development. HFC, a banking
subsidiary of HF Group in Kenya struggled to meet revenue expectations on account of
the saturated housing finance market and stagnant growth in high-income markets. HFC
contracted MSC to build a diversification strategy. We determined that in conjunction
with digital transformation, mass market banking presents ample opportunities for
financial institutions.

Our engagement
Level Value

In July, 2018, HFC
launched its HF
Whizz mobile
application to offer
a full suite of
banking services for
low- and middleincome segments
As at 2019, the HF
Whizz app had
acquired over
290,000 new virtual
accounts

Strategic pillars
Institutional commitment to downscaling
Customer centric products/services
Effective & cost-efficient process and systems
Differentiated and efficient channels
Human resource & performance-oriented systems

MSC Support
Strategy

Operations

Training

Pilot

About the partner
HFC is the banking and property finance subsidiary of HF Group,
offering fully fledged commercial banking and property finance
solutions. The bank has a branch network of 22 branches and has
invested in alternative channels to enhance accessibility and
convenience for customers.
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HFC also disbursed
over 1.24million
loans on the app
with a cumulative
loan book of KES 74
million (USD 0.7
million)
The app facilitated
transactions worth
over KES 12B (USD
123 million)

Develop an integrated
farmer services
platform investment
A digitally-enabled and
integrated small-scale
producers’ platform

The challenge
SNS is a digital agriculture platform in Rwanda channelizing the government
agriculture inputs subsidies to farmers. BK TecHouse in collaboration with Rwanda
Agriculture and Animal Resource Board developed the SNS platform and aims to
expand the platform capabilities to transform it into a digital marketplace with
products and services serving the needs of small-scale producers. The Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation has engaged MSC to provide technical support to BK
TecHouse to facilitate the design of an “Integrated Digital Farmer Services Platform”
investment in Rwanda.

Our engagements
Undertake an ecosystem landscape assessment of Rwanda’s digital agriculture
(D4Ag).
Provide technical backstopping to facilitate the project design and proposal for
the expansion of Smart Nkunganire System (SNS).
Provide a framework and methodology to assess (SNS) partner collaboration
opportunities and conduct two partner assessments to demonstrate the usability
and application of the framework.

About the partner
The Smart Nkunganire System (SNS) is a supply chain management system built by
BK TecHouse Ltd in collaboration with Rwanda Agriculture and Animal Resources
Development Board (RAB) to digitalize the end to end value chain of the Agro-Input
Subsidy program

Clients and partners

17
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Expected outcome and impact
Establish an integrated digital
agriculture platform model that
effectively targets small scale
producers and smallholders in a
scalable and sustainable way
aligned with Rwanda’s ICT4Ag
country strategy.
Creation of cost-effective and
integrated platform models
offering bundled farmer services
through which small scale
producers will be able to have
access to, and adopt, affordable
inputs, products and services.
A comprehensive partner
assessment methodology to
facilitate objective and
transparent partnership building
to facilitate collaborations and
create mutual value for various
actors.
Contribute to increased
productivity, greater household
incomes and women’s economic
empowerment for at least 50% of
Rwanda’s small-scale producers.

Digital transformation
of MFIs
Digital transformation of
Shakti Foundation for
disadvantaged women in
Bangladesh

The project context

Outcomes and impact

Shakti Foundation for Disadvantaged Women (SFDW) was looking for ways to manage
risks arising from its cash-intensive operations and diversify its products and services. In
this context, MetLife Foundation commissioned MSC to support SFDW to undertake digital
transformation to address the strategic challenges identified above.

Our solution
MSC provided technical assistance to Shakti introduce the following services:
Loan disbursement and
repayment through agents

Savings deposit and
withdrawal through agents

Digital field application to
source MSME loans

Provision of agent banking
services through its branches

MSC Support
Strategy

Operations

Training

Pilot

The new voluntary
savings product is
available across 394
branches of SFDW
As on March 31,
2021 305,879
savings accounts
have been opened
Improved internal
control and
reduced risk of
fraud
Cashless loan
disbursement across
all the pilot SME
branches and two
JLG branches

About the partner
Shakti Foundation for Disadvantaged Women (SFDW) is a fast growing, large, deposit-taking microfinance institution
(MFI) head quartered in Dhaka, Bangladesh. SFDW offers a bouquet of credit and savings products and services to
low-income women.
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Digitization of UNHCR’s
cash-based intervention
payments for refugees
in Meheba, Zambia
Designing and implementing
the digitization of refugee
payments

The challenge
UNHCR supports the refugees in Meheba, Zambia with cash-based
intervention (CBI) of ZMW 100 (approximately USD 10) every month.
Due to inefficiencies in CBI disbursement process and also to promote
financial inclusion among refugees, UNHCR and MM4P Zambia partnered
to digitise CBI payments and contracted MSC to provide technical
assistance in designing and implementing the digitization project.

Behaviour-based financial projections
$1,600.00

Agent net revenue

$12,000.00

$1,200.00

$8,000.00

$800.00
$4,000.00

$400.00

Our engagement

R

Research: Carried out Behavioural research to understand the
problems faced by refugees and how digitisation could ensure they
receive the disbursement efficiently.

A

Analysis: Performed cost benefit analysis to understand how
digitisation could effectively save costs UNHCR and help them reallocate time and monetary resources.

P

Product: Developed financial model for agent network, rapid
prototyping for potential products, business process re-engineering
for disbursement process.

I

Infrastructure: Facilitated contracting of financial service provider,
identification of agents and new KYC model to prepare for pilot with
beneficiaries.

D

Deploy pilot: Carried out pilot planning and prepared tools for
monitoring and evaluation using key performance indicators.
Planning scale and replication using learnings for other settlements.

About the partner
UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, is a global organization
dedicated to saving lives, protecting rights and building a
better future for refugees, forcibly displaced communities
and stateless people.
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Outcomes and impact
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$0.00

$0.00
H1 H2 H1 H2 H1 H2
2018 2018 2019 2019 2020 2020

Average Revenue per Agent

Total Revenue

Master agent net revenue

$1,964.70
$1,543.46

$710.81

$921.83

$20.09 $121.60
H1 2018 H2 2018 H1 2019 H2 2019 H1 2020 H2 2020

Anticipated impact
USD 198
Beneficiary
House Hold
can save per
year

USD 8,986
UNHCR
can save per
year

USD 6,139
Digital Financial
Service Provider
can earn in Year 1

Digital transformation
training
Capacity building of senior
management teams of banks
and financial institutions
geared to serve the mass
market

The project context

Outcomes and impact

The benefits of digital transformation are numerous. However, as digital transformation
is complicated, there is a need to develop a common vision for digital transformation by
fully recognising the variety of strategic and operational choices and the pros and cons
of these.

Our solution
Recognising this challenge, MSC worked with IFC to co-develop a training programme
to help MFIs and banks understand and appreciate the different aspects of digital
transformation.

Key Aspects

Strategic planning
for digital
transformation

Process reengineering

Product
innovation

Risk
management

Distribution
channel design

Training attended by
more than 150
participants
comprising the
senior management
teams of banks and
MFIs in three
batches held in
Kenya, Myanmar
and Vietnam
IFC also leveraged
the training
programme to scout
for potential
investee
institutions who
may be at different
stages of digital
transformation
journey.

About the partner
IFC provides advisory support to private sector organisation to develop markets and mobilize private investment.
IFC intends to use the training programme to build the capacities of the senior and middle management teams of
banks and MFIs who cater to the mass market
20
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Agency banking for
Centenary Bank in
Uganda
Strategy and business case for
agency banking

The challenge

Outcomes and impact

Centenary Bank is focused on increasing the financial inclusion in Uganda. It was keen to
take advantage of the newly introduced agency banking model, to not only grow
business, but also to retain its market positioning as a key retail bank with extensive
reach and customer numbers. Centenary contracted MSC to design and support the
implementation of an agent banking strategy.

Our engagement
MSC developed the overall strategy, business model, and policies and procedures for
the Bank’s agency banking channel. We also assisted Centenary Bank to obtain no
objection letter for agent banking from the Bank of Uganda. We supported in pilot
testing, monitoring and regular reviews to improve the offering.
Technology

Training

Quality of service

Liquidity management
Supporting

Compensation
Fraud and risk management

Improve quality of
service to improve
the business case
for the agent

Agent’s
perspective

Revenue
From a wide product mix
and high volumes of
transactions

Business Case
Product mix

The right mix of
transactions to
increase agent
revenue

Operations
Supporting

Customer care

A network of over
9477 shared agents
(February 2019)

Processed 1.1
million transactions
(October 2018)
Total transactions
volume UGX 590
billion (USD 168
million) (October
2018)

Marketing and branding

Brand association
Association with
Centenary bank improves
social status and even
increases business footfall

Transactions

Centenary bank retail
customers

About the partner
Centenary Bank is a bank in Uganda, primarily involved in development promotion through loans to rural
farmers, agro processors, small traders and manufacturers, importers, and exporters. While engaged in all
areas of commercial banking, the bank has a significant microfinance portfolio.
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Digital financial
services for MFI
customers
Provision of accessible,
affordable and reliable digital
financial services for the mass
market in the Philippines

The project context

Outcomes and impact

The priority for Opportunity International Australia’s (OIA) partner MFIs in the
Philippines include: achieving economies of scale and manage growth, tap new markets
– remote and rural, manage product improvement, expand and diversify product range,
and manage competition. OIA commissioned MSC to work with its investee DFS provider
OK Remit to introduce digital financial services for the customers of its partner MFIs.

Our solution
Digital strategy to support
partner MFIs integrate
payments solution

Policy and process design
to integrate payments

Payments products and
services tailored to the needs
of the MFI customers

Training of middle
management and frontline
staff

Strategic channel
development focused on
mass market

Mobile and web app
development

About the partner
OK Remit is a leading remittance service provider focused on marginalised
Filipinos. OK Remit’s unique business model leverages the physical and
social infrastructure of MFIs to deliver digital financial services to low
income customers.
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Expanded outreach
Access to affordable
and reliable digital
financial services for
more than 300,000
low income customers

Wider product
bouquet
Availability of diverse
payment services:
domestic remittance,
bills payments, loan
disbursement,
insurance premium
collection and claim
disbursement, and
ticketing.

Wider distribution
network
OK Remit services are
also available across
a network of more
than 9,000 partner
network outlets
spread all over the
Philippines

Technology acquisition
support
Digital transformation through
acquisition of appropriate
technology solutions

The project context

Outcomes and impact

In order to accelerate growth and diversify products and services, MFIL (a mid-sized MFI)
was looking to acquire new IT system that is capable of delivering the business outcomes
that the board and management envisioned for the organization. MFIL therefore
commissioned MSC to assess their existing IT system and assist them to acquire a Core
Banking System (CBS) that is aligned to their business requirement.

MFIL envisions that with the new
CBS, it will be able to:
Reduce operational
cost

Our solution
Rapid
assessment of IT
needs

Develop
‘Request for
Proposal’

Evaluate
proposals from
CBS vendors

Recommend
new IT system

Improve
efficiency

Assessment Framework
Responsiveness
to requirement

Experience

Technical
experience

Data management
and security

Cost

Flexibility

Better identify and
mitigate risk

Offer a wider range
of credit, savings
and third-party
products.

Speed to go
live

About the partner
Myanmar Financial International Limited (MFIL) is a fast growing, mid-sized, deposit-taking microfinance
institution (MFI) head quartered in Yangon, Myanmar. MFIL offers a bouquet of credit and savings products to
low income customers and MSMEs.
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Credit decision-making
for ‘Thin-File’
customers
Credit scoring models for
financial inclusion

The project context

Outcomes and impact

A person with no credit record or a sparse credit report (‘thin file’) often struggles to
access credit from formal lenders who deploy traditional credit underwriting models.
Subjectivity in decision-making often creates uneven decisions and is dependent on the
skills and experience of the credit underwriting staff.

Our solution
Developed two
loan products

Developed statistical and
expert credit scoring tools

Developed policies and
processes
Supported technology
integrations

Sonata uses the credit scoring
tools to objectively assess every
loan application it receives,
thereby,
Reduce judgemental
errors in credit
decision making
Improve the speed
of credit decision
making

Loans upto USD
1400

Loans between
USD 1400 and 2800

Expand access to
credit to micro and
small enterprises.

About the partner
Sonata Finance is a large MFI based in north India that serves more than 615,000 women customers. In addition
to JLG loan product, Sonata offers loan products to cater to the needs of MSMEs
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Agency banking
strategy for Stanbic
Bank Uganda
Behavioural research with
customers, financial modelling
for the channel, product
development and pilot
planning for agency banking

The need

Outcomes and impact

Stanbic Bank Uganda Limited (SBUL) wanted to decongest branches as well as reduce cost
to serve through agency banking. The bank’s target customers were corporate businesses
but they are also interested in serving more retail customers through the agent channel

A network of over
12,154 shared
agents

The project
MSC provided technical assistance to conduct behavioural research with customers,
financial modelling for the channel, product development and pilot planning. We
assisted to design a hybrid agent banking model helped the bank to run a successful
pilot of the channel. The bank launched agent banking in December 2017

Processed 1.8
million transactions
Total transactions
volume UGX 2.2
Trillion (USD 608
million)

The approach
Agency banking is a low cost &
low income bank channel,
indirect benefits such as
decongestion are the real wins!

Market research
and institutional
assessment
44 Respondents,
3 Urban and 1
Rural locations
with MI4ID
Approach.
Agency banking
appears as a great
opportunity to
improve on brand
positioning

Strategy development
Identified 3 main
stakeholder value
propositions
Financial projections
with
behavioural profiling
Hybrid agency
model selected
Several tool(kit)s were
developed to make already
developed mundane
procedures more efficient.

Targeting to reduce cost per
transaction from UGX 13, 500
to UGX 2,500

Channel
Pilot testing
development
Experiential UAT
Products and
with in 50 agency
service offerings
kiosks in branches
revamped for
Pilot monitoring,
agency channel
model
across 9
iterations and
deliverables in 6
evaluation for 21
weeks
weeks – just began
Service framework
and 16 policies and
procedures
reviewed with
recommendations

Pilot planning
Pilot test team
from 10
departments
assembled,
briefed and
ready
Pilot protocols,
measures,
evaluation
observed for 8
new channels

Pilot closure and
external launch
Pilot evaluation
in December
2017

About the partner
Stanbic Bank Uganda Limited, incorporated in Uganda, is a licensed commercial bank. A member of Standard Bank Group, which
operates out of 20 countries in Africa and 12 in other parts of the world. It is the largest bank in Uganda by assets and market
capitalization.
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Developing and
implementing agency
banking for First Bank
Nigeria
Strategic repositioning of
Firstmonie and rollout of
agency banking

The challenge

Outcomes and impact

As Nigeria’s oldest bank, FirstBank has proved to be innovative, evolving over time in
response to emerging market opportunities. FirstBank identified an opportunity to expand
the scope of its Firstmonie service to allow agents to perform banking services for both
banked and unbanked customers, offering other banking services that the current
Firstmonie agents do not offer. The performance of the FirstMonie, fully owned by
FirstBank, was way below expectations. Despite having registered 3.9 million wallets, less
than 100,000 customers were active. FirstMonie is yet to effectively penetrate the rural
and semi-rural areas where real financial inclusion is needed, despite the resources
committed to it by the bank and partners. FirstBank contracted MSC to develop and
implement a roadmap for strategic expansion and sustainability of agency banking at
FirstBank in Nigeria.

Our approach and support
Agency
banking
strategy

Agency banking
policy and
process design

Demand assessment,
segmentation and
product mix review

Training of
agency banking
team of
FirstBank

Channel
assessment and
strategy
development

Pilot and operational
integration

A network of over
105,000 agents
(2021)
Coverage in 772
government areas
(2021)
Over 1 million
unique customers
daily (2021)
Firstmonie Agents
provide a number of
financial services such
as account opening,
cash deposit, cash
withdrawals, airtime
purchase, bill
payments and much
more

About the partner
FirstBank of Nigeria is a Nigerian multinational bank and financial services company with over 10 million active
customer accounts and more than 750 business locations. They provide a comprehensive range of retail and
corporate financial services such as cards, channels, transfer services, loans & advances, deposit products,
guarantees, distributorship financing, cash management and foreign trade service.
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Agency banking for
Fidelity Bank, Ghana
Agency banking model
development and
implementation

The challenge

Outcomes and impact

Fidelity Bank Ghana Limited (FBGL) has ambitious plans to become the leading provider of
banking services to the mass market in Ghana and established its Financial Inclusion Unit
(FIU) in 2013, with the goal of capturing five million customers by the end of 2020.But FIU
needed to improve its current agency banking model. While the bank had been able to
sign-up a number of agents in a relatively short period of time, various issues remained,
including: lack of alignment of agency banking with branch networks, operating model
design, commissions structure, agent and customer value proposition, and existing and
potential shortcomings in competency. MSC supported Fidelity Bank to review existing
agent network management structure of the bank, identify gaps in internal controls, and
develop with solutions to ensure effective roll out of agent network.

Our approach and support
Review of
existing agency
banking model

Implementation
support including
policy and
process design

Analysis of market
conditions and
regulations

Business process
reengineering
and financial
modeling to
ensure
profitability

Design a new
agency banking
model for the
bank

A system review and
help in establishing
contact with
technology
companies

A network of over
4,000 agents (2021)

Coverage in all
states (2021)
Over 860,000 new
accounts opened
through the agency
banking channels

About the partner
Fidelity Bank Ghana Limited (FBG) provides financial services to a broad spectrum of clients, with a
focus on the corporate and public sector and, more recently, on small and medium enterprises. FBG
has grown into the largest privately-held domestic bank in Ghana and offers both wholesale and
retail banking services, through a vast network of 75 branches in 9 out of 10 regions in Ghana.
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Digitization of coffee
value chain payments
in Mt. Elgon Region in
Uganda
Design and implement DFS
ecosystem to digitize the
coffee value chain

The client and the project

Outcomes and impact

Kyagalanyi Coffee Limited experienced difficulties in paying coffee farmers in cash as
the cash needed to be transported for 40-50 kilometers in a very remote region.
Furthermore, the daily payment process was slow, arduous and expensive. In addition,
rural farmers were not using mobile money and there was not a sufficient agent and
mobile network for this to be an option. Together with Kyagalanyi, MTN proposed to
digitize coffee value chain payments by creating a payment ecosystem. UNCDF MM4P
contracted MSC to provide technical assistance support to design and implement DFS
ecosystem to digitize the coffee value chain.

The approach
Project planning and
research
Value chain mapping and
analysis
Project planning and
dependency analysis
Research to understand
needs and preferences
Project management

Strategic planning
Agent network
management strategy
Mobile phone
penetration strategy
Route to market
strategy
Mobile BTS strategy

Preparations

Toolkit development

Pilot plan
Process flows
Performance
measurement and
reporting
Product
customizations

Pilot support and
periodic reviews
Toolkit for DFS
providers to digitize
bulk payments
Document learnings

Value levers
Infrastructure
Ecosystem
development

Product customization
Increased business

Improved mobile connectivity
Solar and mobile phones on loan
Increased wallet limits
Special tariffs within CUG
Increased new SIM and voice calls
Digitized payments to farmers

About the partner
Kyagalanyi Coffee Ltd is the oldest and largest coffee exporter in Uganda and
the first to become ISO 9001:2008 certified. They buy Arabica and Robusta in
all coffee producing regions and export about 15% of Uganda’s coffee
production to over 30 consuming countries around the world.
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Mobile network
connectivity is improved
with a new mobile Base
Transceiver Station (BTS)
and by optimising existing
BTS resulted in farmers
and other community
members having access to
good mobile network
connectivity. MTN’s
mobile BTS has achieved
break even in six months
By 2018, 16% of 2.8 million
farmers had signed up for
mobile payments.
Farmers started to store
money and also use other
mobile money services
beyond receiving
payments. Farmers have
received special tariffs on
person-to-person
transactions and special
discounts on voice calls
Developed a toolkit for
DFS providers to digitize
bulk payments

MSC corporate brochure

Asia head office

|

28/35, Ground Floor, Princeton Business Park,
16 Ashok Marg, Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh 226001, India
Tel: +91-522-228-8783 | Fax: +91-522-406-3773 | Email: manoj@microsave.net
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Africa head office

Landmark Plaza, 5th Floor, Argwings Kodhek Road
P.O. Box 76436, Yaya 00508, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254-20-272-4801/272-4806 | Email: anup@microsave.net
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